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GM’s Foreword
As 2018 draws to a close and we all look forward to ushering in the festivities of
Christmas, New Year and Chinese New Year with our families, it is time for us to
reflect on an eventful 2018.
Over the course of the year, SYFC actively participated in the RSAF 50th
anniversary celebrations and events. During the RSAF50@Marina Barrage
sequential flypast, four of our Diamond DA40 aircraft put up a good show as part
of the RSAF aerial display. SYFC held the annual Aeromodelling Competition in
August. We would like to extend our heartiest congratulations to both Evergreen
Secondary School and Hillgrove Secondary School, who tied over the Champion
position with Bukit View Secondary School as the second runner-up. We hope to
see more of these fighting spirits in next year’s Aeromodelling Competition. In
September, SYFC conducted a BFC and Solo certificate presentation ceremony
and we would like to extend our congratulations to the students who have
completed or moved on to the next stages of the flying programme. To enhance
the learning experience, students participating in our Private Pilot Licence
programme also get the chance to experience navigation flights to Malacca and
Penang.
In this episode of Take Off, we are also proud to share the experience of one of
SYFC alumni, CPT Muhammad Iskandar, on his journey of becoming a RSAF
fighter pilot and scholar. To promote SYFC flying programme, we have teamed up
with AFRC to engage JC and Polytechnic students, sharing the SYFC
programmes as well as the RSAF career options available for them.
SYFC has achieved another year of accident-free flying, and this is the result of all
the vigilance and hard work by our staff and students. On behalf of all SYFC staff,
we would like to wish all a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.
Warmest regards
COL (NS) Foo Yang Ge
General Manager
Singapore Youth Flying Club

Lead: COL (NS) Foo
Right Wing: Mr Lionel
Left Wing: LTC Seah
Slot: Mr Daniel & Mr Toh

RSAF50@MARINA BARRAGE
SYFC DIAMOND DA40 FLYPAST

11 & 12 Aug 2018

Over the National Day weekend, four Diamond DA40 aircraft from SYFC flew over Marina Bay as part of the sequential flypast in
the RSAF50@Marina Barrage aerial display.
The DA40 aircraft flew in a diamond formation ahead of the 25 RSAF aircraft which included the F-15SG Eagles, F-16 Falcons,
G550 CAEW, Fokker 50, C-130 Hercules, AH-64 Apaches, S-70B Seahawk, AS332M Super Puma and CH-47D Chinook. Held
as part of the RSAF Golden Jubilee Celebrations, the 29 aircraft flew twice daily over the National Day Weekend and wowed
spectators at the Marina Barrage. The DA40 formation was led by SYFC GM, COL (NS) Foo Yang Ge. The other aircraft were
piloted by Mr Daniel Tan (OM), Mr Toh Boon Han (CFI) and Mr Lionel Lye (FI), Mr Dennis De Witt (FI) and LTC Seah Yang Kheem
(AFI). Our SYFC Alumni also had the rare opportunity to be part of the flypast team.

L to R: Ariel Marc, Ryan Lee, Zheng Kang,
Vignesh Raja
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WELCOME ON-BOARD

R15-18

TP14H-18

SP6H-18
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BFC 236

ACSI5-18

PAC-18

SJ13-18

BFC 237

SOLO FLIGHTS

I had my first solo flight on 24 Nov 2018. It was extremely
memorable as I was the only one in the cockpit, controlling
the aircraft, with no instructor sitting on my right. Without any
instructor's assistance, I had to do everything myself from
taking off, to replying to the ATC to landing, etc. It was
difficult, but it was made easier by flying consistently before
my first solo.
I was very nervous on that day, but the nervousness came
with excitement. When my primary instructor Mr Lee SL
came out of the cockpit and walked up the control tower, I
told myself to relax and perform like usual. I was most afraid
of taking off from the runway but thankfully it was rather
smooth-sailing and I flew the normal circuit to land. The
landing phase was unexpectedly good too, it was a soft
landing on the centre-line of the runway. Flying the plane in
the sky alone! I will always remember this unique moment for
a long time to come.
Max Koh

Bryan Phing
BFC 234
I am Conrad Wong from BFC Course 233 and I recently
completed my first solo on 30 Oct 2018. My first solo
experience was thrilling and I had a lot of fun.
The first solo experience I had was definitely different from
the other sorties I had previously completed. From carrying
out a different set of radio calls to landing a plane all on my
own, I personally felt that this was the most crucial part of my
flying training and aptitude as a pilot. Once I was cleared to
carry out a solo flight, I was overwhelmed with emotions
knowing that all of my effort and hard work paid off. I was
overjoyed but anxious. I knew that I still had to perform
another circuit and I needed to focus. I then proceeded on
with the checks and the radio calls. Everything felt so surreal.
My instructor was not beside me to remind me of my errors,
the sun was blazing hot and I was all alone to fly the plane.
It was initially appalling but soon everything came into place.
I took off and headed off to complete my circuit. I truly
enjoyed the experience as I was flying alone, it really
provided me an opportunity to broaden my perspective of
how we see things around us in the world, our awareness, in
everyday life.
Conrad Wong
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Max Koh
R15-18

On the day of my first solo, I had many doubts if I was
ready to do my first solo. I realised that I have attempted
solo flight three times and am thankful the weather kind of
“saved” me because I knew that I had not met my
instructor’s expectations as my performance was affected
by the bad weather. On my fourth attempt on 21 Oct 2018,
I told myself that I must do this to avoid disappointing my
instructors and myself. I gave all I could, not expecting
much but most importantly to enjoy the process. I put in
whatever I have consolidated and tips from my instructors.
After four safe approaches and landings, I was asked by
my instructor to taxi to A55. I knew that at that point my
instructor had confidence in me for my first solo. The
experience was fantastic as I lifted off, being able to control
an aircraft by myself at the age of seventeen, is not what
everyone can do. I felt honoured and had achieved a sense
of satisfaction. I would like to thank my instructors, Mr Teo
MT, Mr Siva and Mr Toh BH for their guidance and
experience. Truly, I have learnt so much from them and I
am thankful to them for instilling confidence and discipline
in me.
Indeed, this journey was tough, I had my ups and downs,
ups is when I can put in what I have read up into action and
I felt down because I know my instructors’ care for me and
want me to succeed and yet I have not met their
expectations. So, I am thankful for my instructors and
SYFC as well for this rare opportunity. With this given
opportunity, I will work even harder in the PPL phase.
Bryan Phing

Conrad Wong
BFC 233

SYFC
PPL
GRADUATE
New Courses
TO RSAF FIGHTER
PILOT

CPT Muhammad Iskandar “RAMP”, CAT A F-5 Fighter Pilot

BACKGROUND
“To Lead, To Excel and To Overcome”
That is the creed every SAF officer recites, and those are the very principles Singapore Youth Flying Club (SYFC) graduate
Muhammad Iskandar lives by.
Today, Iskandar is a Fighter Pilot in the Republic of Singapore Air Force (RSAF), entrusted to plan, lead and execute various
complex multinational operations and exercises in the SAF. Since joining the RSAF in 2008, CPT Iskandar has excelled, earning
multiple local and international accolades. He was the Top Graduate of his cohort in the Officer Cadet School (OCS), in his Basic
Wings Course (BWC) in Australia, and at the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) Flying Center in Canada (NFTC). In 2012,
RSAF Fighter Group presented him the 144 Squadron’s Best Fighter Pilot Award.
CPT Iskandar who is also a recipient of the SAF Academic Scholarship pursued a B.A. (Honours) in Political Science with
International Relations at the University of British Columbia, Canada. As one of the top graduates in his university cohort, he was
awarded two of the university’s most prestigious scholarships - the UBC Premier Undergraduate (John H. Mitchell Memorial)
Scholarship & the Wesbrook Scholarship, making him the first student from an ASEAN member state to receive those awards. In
2018, he was awarded the SAF Overseas Masters Sponsorship and the University of Oxford Scholarship to pursue a Masters in
Public Policy at the University of Oxford.
We spoke to him to gain an insight into his journey with the SYFC.
Large Force Employment (LFE) Multi-National Mission Commander
Led a combined force of RSAF, RTAF, and USAF air and ground assets
during Ex Cope Tiger
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MY SYFC JOURNEY
I started my SYFC journey in 2001 in Secondary 1 as part of the
Aeromodelling program. Under the guidance of the instructors, I
learnt how to build a control-line airplane from scratch; gaining
hands-on appreciation of the mechanics of flight. Subsequently in
2005, I joined the 138th Basic Flying Course (BFC), where I learnt
how to fly the PA-28 Piper Warrior and the theory behind flying
operations. I remember the first 10 sorties being really stressful and
challenging, but I was fortunate to have completed the BFC and
selected to undergo the PPL phase. It was in the PPL phase that I
felt really comfortable in the cockpit. I knew then that flying was my
passion and my calling. I graduated with my PPL Wings in 2006.

Receiving Wing from
former Minister Lui Tuck Yew at the
SYFC PPL Wings & Aviation Awards Ceremony on 21 Apr 07

TAKEAWAYS FROM SYFC
My journey in SYFC played a fundamental role in shaping me into
who I am today. I learnt how to effectively manage stress in SYFC.
I clearly remember the words of my Primary Instructor (PI) Captain
Simon Sim CK, ‘I am not here to teach you only how to fly this
Piper Warrior, I am here to teach you how to have the killer instinct
and the survival instinct to become a fighter pilot one day’.
Therefore, in every flight I was subjected to different forms of verbal
and cognitive stress by the instructors as I attempted to fly while
maintaining situational awareness. Looking back, I know that the
consistent element of stress I experienced in SYFC, shaped my
ability to remain calm under pressure today, a vital skill for any
fighter pilot.
In addition, SYFC also instilled in me the sense of grit and
camaraderie. The PPL phase was challenging for me as my
brother was diagnosed with brain tumor. That meant spending
many hours at the hospital wards while juggling my academic
curriculum, the flying preparations and completing the CAAS
examinations. With the support of my ground school instructor Mr.
Preetwant Singh and my fellow PPL course mates, I overcame all
those obstacles to successfully complete the PPL program and my
GCE “A” Levels. Therefore, SYFC taught me that flying is not a solo
achievement, it requires the collective effort of a team. There is no
point being the best, when your peers are struggling, the objective
is to develop together and excel as a team because at the end of
the day, we are fighting on the same side.
More importantly, the training I gained from SYFC prepared me to
be an operational fighter pilot in the RSAF, entrusted at the tip of
the spear, to lead others, to excel in everything I do, and to
overcome adversity with courage, fortitude and determination.
Attending
SYFC Ground
School:
138 BFC, 2005
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University of British Columbia, Canada SAF Academic Scholarship Recipient
B.A. (Hons) Political Science with International Relations,
Minor in Law & Society
University of British Columbia, Canada,
Apr 18 Premier Undergraduate
and Wesbrook Scholarship,
(First ASEAN student to be
awarded the
John H. Mitchell Memorial
Scholarship)

NATIONAL DAY
OBSERVANCE
CEREMONY
8 Aug 2018

On 8 Aug 2018, SYFC held a National Day Observance Ceremony to commemorate our nation’s 53rd Birthday.
SYFC staff dressed in red, gathered in the theatrette to recite the pledge and to sing the National Anthem before
gathering in the hangar for a group photo.

SYFC EXCELLENCE AWARD
The SYFC Excellence Award is an award to recognise students
with outstanding performance in Co-Curricular Activity in their
schools.
The recipients of the award were :
1. Richie Soh, Bartley Secondary School
2. Bryan Wee Wei Quan, Bukit Panjang Government High School
3. Evan Lim Shouwang, Anglo- Chinese School (Barker)
4. Steve Chia Min Xu, Tanjong Katong Secondary School

Steven Chia Min Xu

Bryan Wee Wei Quan

Evan Lim Shouwang
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NAVIGATION TRIP TO MALACCA 23 AUG 2018
On the 23 Aug 2018, we had an
opportunity to visit Malacca as part of
the navigation trip organised by SYFC.
It was an eye opening experience
cruising at 1,500ft in the SYFC's
DA-40 as it really allowed us to enjoy a
good view of the scenery.
Upon reaching Malacca International
Airport, we had lunch at a local
Chinese restaurant before going to
Jonker Street to have their famous
chendol. Following that, we went on
to Mahkota Mall to have some local
delicacies before returning back to the
airport to mark the end of our journey.
Overall, it was an unforgettable
memory and experience that I would
like to thank SYFC for.
- CHIN Y G (TP13-17)

My coursemates and I embarked on a
single day Navigation Trip to Malacca
on 23 August with flying instructors Mr
Chee and Mr Raman. While in
Malacca, we had a special cendol at
Jonker Street and thereafter went to
buy crepe cakes for our families back
in Singapore. While flying to Malacca,
I was introduced to navigation by my
PPL instructor, Mr Raman. He taught
me how to recognise landmarks with
reference to the hardcopy map
provided.
The experience of flying at such low
levels over long distances gave me a
new perspective on flying with so
many things to see. I would like to
thank SYFC for organising this trip
and to Mr Raman for introducing me
to basic navigation.
- Lim ZE (TP13-17)

On 23 Aug 2018, my friends and I
were planned for a navigation trip to
Malacca with two of our instructors
Mr Chee and Mr Raman. I was
surprised with what SYFC offers their
students as we get to fly the plane Diamond DA40 - we used for flight
training from Seletar Airport to
Malacca International Airport.
We were each given a budget to
spend on lunch, thus, we combined
our budget and ate at a local Chinese
restaurant, Bei Zhan and had a
fulfilling meal! Mr Raman also
introduced to us mouth-watering
chendol at a famous stall in Jonker
Street. Our instructors brought us to
the famous Mahkota Parade Melaka
to shop for the remaining two hours
before we head back to the airport.
After a long day, we started up our
aircraft and took off from Malacca
International Airport back to Seletar
Airport. I would love to thank SYFC
for offering such an eye opening
opportunity to their flight students!
- Goh KJ (TP13-17)
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CAREER TALK - AFRC
7 SEP 2018

Interested JC students on a visit to SYFC

On the 7 Sep 2018, Air Force Recruitment Centre (AFRC) brought 19 Junior
College (JC) students who registered interest to join the Air Force to SYFC for a
tour and familiarisation flight on the Diamond DA40 aircraft.
The day started in the theatrette with students attending a talk conducted by AFRC
on the various career opportunities in the RSAF, before SYFC Flying Instructor Mr
Teo Mun Tiong conducted a flight safety brief.

JC students learning more about flying programme

After the briefing, the students proceeded to the hangar for a group photo with a
DA40. While waiting for the weather to clear up, Mr Teo gave the students a tour
and feel of the DA40, showing them the controls and explaining to them the basics
of flying an aircraft.
The students then went on a tour of the SYFC premise, learning about the history
of SYFC. The moment the weather cleared and the green light was given for flights
to begin, the students were split up into two groups with one heading for their
familiarisation flight first and the other going to the simulator room for some
simulated flying.
After both groups have finished their familiarisation flight, the students were treated
to a nice lunch organised by AFRC in the SYFC cafeteria before leaving for their
next destination of their itinerary.
Students on familiarisation flight with SYFC flight instructor

JC students with SYFC flight instructor doing
pre-flight checklist

Students experiencing and learning the controls
of Diamond D40
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NAVIGATION
TRIP TO
PENANG 19 to 21 SEP 2018
Never have I ever thought that I would travel overseas by any other
means except commercial flights. This long trip to Penang with SYFC
was an eye-opener for me and I learnt a lot during this trip. Flying to
Penang in SYFC’s Diamond DA40 aircraft was both fun and interesting,
I learnt a lot about this aircraft even after taking my Final Handling Test.
For example, the autopilot system that we did not get to use during our
training in SYFC. I believe that these trips allow students to learn more
about flying in general, like planning for navigation flights.
On the first day, students loaded the aircraft with the necessary flight
gear and important items before going to the Custom Immigration and
Quarantine (CIQ) in Seletar Airport Terminal. We took off from Seletar
and headed to Malacca for a tech stop, refueling and rest. Everything
was smooth flowing until we reached Malacca where things got
complicated, when the ground handling agent from IATAC informed us
that they did not have aviation gasoline (AVGAS) which we needed for
our aircraft. Having to taxi to the other end of the runway to Malaysia
Flying Academy (MFA) as only they had AVGAS. In MFA, I learnt to use
a tow bar and towed the aircraft, it was amusing as it was my first time
towing an aircraft, nevertheless it was an awesome experience.

Wish you were here

Yummy Penang delicasies

Finally, we came in to land in Penang with a beautiful approach, where
A320s and other aircraft were at the holding point. We checked in to our
hotel at 1630hrs, had dinner and the rest of the day was spent bonding
with students and instructors.
Having well-rested for the second day, we went to Penang Street Arts,
where the wall murals attract many tourists like us, posing for pictures
and taking photographs. As the Rest & Relax In-charge, I planned to go
to New Lane to indulge in some local delights like hokkien mee and char
kway teow which were very delicious. Although the second day was like
any other holiday, we never stopped talking about flying, always
wanting to know more about RSAF and past experiences of our
instructors.

Chendol Shiok!

Preparing to head home on the third day, we woke up early, had
breakfast and went to the airport. Did the preflight operations and left for
Malacca, as usual, we stopped at Malacca for a tech stop before going
back to Seletar. However, weather was coming in and the en route
weather was also starting to roll in, delaying our departure. Through this
delay, we interacted with students from MFA and learnt more about
their flying school and flying in Malaysia. The weather stayed past our
cutoff time for return, so we had no choice but to stay another night in
Malacca. After putting in the blanks, chocks and locked the aircraft, it
started pouring.
On the final day, we thanked MFA for providing us with their services
and headed back to Seletar. On our way back, we passed through
some light showers and dark clouds which was uneasy and amazing at
the same time as we do not experience this often. There were some
close formation flying which was one of the best parts of this navigation
trip. Finally, landing in the familiar WSSL. All in all, this was a once in a
lifetime experience which I will never forget. During this trip, I gained new
skills and knowledge that I may have to use in future. I want to thank
SYFC and instructors for making this trip possible. This spurs me on
even more and I cannot wait to start flying again.
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Friends we made
Nice View

BFC CERTIFICATION PRESENTATION
29 SEP 2018

BFC 229
BFC 229

S/N
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

On the 29 Sep 2018, SYFC held a Basic Flying Course (BFC)
and 1st Solo Certificate Presentation Ceremony for 63
students from courses 229YFC, 231YFC, 232YFC, NP4-17,
SP5-17 and TP13-17.
After giving his welcome speech, COL (NS) Foo Yang Ge,
SYFC GM, invited Miss Joanne Nah from Air Force
Recruitment Centre (AFRC) up to the stage to talk about the
career options available in the Republic of Singapore Air
Force (RSAF). LTA Michson Ang, a former SYFC student,
now RSAF helicopter pilot was also invited to share his
experience pursuing a career as a pilot in RSAF.
After the ceremony ended, the students were invited back
up to the stage for group photos before they and their
parents were hosted to a mini luncheon at the cafeteria.
SYFC extends our gratitude to the parents of the students
for their continuous support and congratulations to the
students who completed their BFC and First Solo Flights.
We wish you all the best in your future endeavours.

BFC 231

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

NAME
ANG ZHAO HUI
CHIAM YI DA
FOO TOON XIAN JOVAN
HO GUAN TING JAVAN
KARTHIK MANIKANDAN
SAMPATH
KNG ENG LOK MATTHEW
LIM RUI JIE RAY
LIM YI HERN GLEN
LIM ZHAO YU JOVAN
LOW WEISHENG GIOVANNI
MOHAMAD DANIAL BIN
MOHAMAD MAHFFOOD
NG WEN JUN ALOYSIUS
PANG YAN ANN DAMIEN
RISHI S/O KUMAR
T VISHAL VIRMALAN
TAN MIN-EN SHAWN
TAY JUN XIANG RANDY
THAM CHUN YEW XAVIER
TOK QI XUAN
RYAN BERNARD
WOON ALWANGGA FELIX
YEO ISAAC
ZABIULLAH ROSHAN

SCHOOL CERTIFICATE
AJC
BFC
TP
BFC & SOLO
SP
BFC & SOLO
RP
BFC
TP
BFC
TP
TP
IJC
AJC
ACJC
NP

BFC
BFC
BFC
BFC
BFC & SOLO

SP
NP
TP
SP
SP

BFC
BFC
BFC
BFC
BFC
BFC & SOLO
BFC
BFC

RI
NJC
TP
NP
RI
CJC

BFC

BFC & SOLO
BFC
BFC

BFC 231
S/N
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

NAME
SCHOOL
FLORIAN KUHAN ABLEITNER
SP
GAY EN JIN STEFAN
CIS
GOH JAY EE REAGAN
NYP
HAH MIN DA
IJC
SP
HARI PRAKASH
KULASEKARAN
HAZIQ HAKIM BIN HESHEAM
TP
ISHAN RAY CHAUDHURY
NP
KOH EUGENE
TP
LOH RUI HENG RYAN
SP
PANG JIT KIN DANIEL
SJI
QUEK CHOON PENG
SP
TAN ALVARO
SP
TAN JONATHAN BENNETT
RP
TAN SEONG WAH TONY
TP

CERTIFICATE
BFC
BFC
BFC & SOLO
BFC
BFC
BFC
BFC & SOLO
BFC
BFC & SOLO
BFC
BFC
BFC & SOLO
BFC
BFC
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BFC 232

BFC 232
S/N
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

NAME
BOO ZHUANG HUI JOEL
KHO YONG QUAN DAVIAN
LOW WEN XUAN
MOHAMED NAUFAL
BIN MOHD NAZREEN YEO
NG JUN RONG
SIM WEI KANG
SOH XIAO TECK
SOH YONG HAO ALAN
TEO REN YI BRADLEY
VIKNAVEL S/O KRISHNAN

SCHOOL CERTIFICATE
NP
BFC
NYJC
BFC & SOLO
SP
BFC
NYP
BFC
SP
NYP
TP
NP
NP
NYP

BFC & SOLO
BFC
BFC & SOLO
BFC
BFC
BFC

NP4-17
229

NP4-17
S/N
1
2
3

NAME
CHUA WEI JIE ZACCAEUS
HO CHI KIN JOEL
LUTFI AL-HAKIM BIN
QAMARUL ZAMAN
4 ONG BRYAN
5 WANG WEI EN BRYAN

SCHOOL CERTIFICATE
NP
BFC
NP
BFC
NP
BFC
NP

BFC

NP

BFC

TP13-17
S/N
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

NAME
SCHOOL CERTIFICATE
CHENG JIN RONG AARON
TP
BFC & SOLO
CHIN YUN GUANG DARRION
TP
BFC & SOLO
CHOONG JIA LE SAMUEL
TP
BFC
GOH KAI JUN KEITH
TP
BFC & SOLO
TP
BFC & SOLO
LIM ZHI EN MAVERICK
TP
BFC
MUNISRAJ SARFOJI
TP
BFC
SCHEERDER IAN MARC
TP
BFC
TAN KWANG SHENG
TP
BFC
THONG JUN RUI GARY

SP5-17
S/N
1
2
3
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NAME
GOH JUN KANG
TAN YAO BIN
TEO JACK

TP13-17

SP5-17
SCHOOL CERTIFICATE
SP
BFC
SP
BFC
SP
BFC & SOLO

Guest speaker Mr Raymond Wong speaking about
workplace safety

BIANNUAL SAFETY DAY
9 OCT 2018

(L to R) Mr V DAS, Mr Teo Mun Tiong,
Mr Mahdi Wong, Mr Kevin Su

On 9 Oct 2018, SYFC Safety Team conducted a bi-annual safety day to remind
students, staff of SYFC and the STEA maintenance crew on the importance of
having a safe working environment. The Safety Team is led by Mr Mahdi Wong,
comprising Mr Teo Mun Tiong, Mr Kevin Su and Mr V Das as team members. The
Safety Team started by sharing how the different departments are taking steps to
prevent safety breaches.
Two commendation letters were given out to Mr V Das (SYFC Hd TLO) and Mr
Chong Jun Jie (STEA) for being proactive and reporting safety issues which
prevented accidents from happening.
The Safety Team invited Mr Raymond Wong, Senior Assistant Director (Unions,
Youths & Schools) Singapore Workplace Safety & Health Council (WSHC), to share
about the importance of having a safe working environment.
Fire Staff Sergeant Ong Kim Seng from the Seletar Airport Emergency Service
(AES) gave a talk on the roles and responsibilities of the Seletar AES, and
showcased the different types of AES fire extinguishers available at Seletar Airport.

Mr Chong Jun Jie (ST) receiving his Letter of
Commendation from SYFC OM, Mr Daniel Tan

Two emergency vehicles from AES were also put on display in the hangar together
with a Diamond DA40 from SYFC so that staff from SYFC, STAe and AES can
familiarise themselves with both the emergency vehicles and aircraft.

Mr V Das (SYFC) receiving his Letter of
Commendation from SYFC OM, Mr Daniel Tan

Seletar AES crew getting familar with the
Diamond DA40

SYFC staff viewing the two Seletar AES vehicles
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SYFC INTER-SCHOOL
AERMODELLING
COMPETITION 2018
(CCA)
The SYFC Interschool Aeromodelling Competition was conducted
over three weeks in Aug 2018 at SYFC premises. Students from 15
schools had worked tirelessly from the beginning of the year to
prepare for this competition.
We were delighted to announce that number of entries across the
four events competed, namely Launch Glider, Flight Simulator,
Remote Controlled Pylon Racing and Electric Control Line Racing,
was an astonishing 1,089! The competition was fiercely contested
over the entire competition. 2018 proved to be one of the most
competitive year with schools finishing very close to one another.
Keep up the good work!
Schools gathered together on 8 Sep 2018 to witness the Prize
Presentation Ceremony held at SYFC’s hangar. The scores between
the top three schools were very close. We were proud to announce
that for the first time in SYFC’s Inter-School Aeromodelling
Competition, we had two schools, Evergreen Secondary School and
Hillgrove Secondary School, tied on points to win the first position.
As such, both schools were crowned champions. Winning the
second runner-up trophy this year is Bukit View Secondary School!
The joint-champion school, Evergreen Secondary School, had been
active in its aeromodelling programme and hence the school to
watch! The school had won the championship for the fifth
consecutive time! Well done! We would also like to commend
Hillgrove Secondary School for having done marvelously well, taking
the fight all the way with Evergreen Secondary School!

Launch gilder about to take off!
EGSS & HGV with their Overall Champion Trophy!

Evergreen Secondary School with their Champion prizes

Once again, our heartiest congratulations to all the prize winners!
See you guys next year!

Hillgrove Secondary students with their trophy!

Top three finalist for RC Pylon Racing Snr/Jr
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EVENT

1ST

2ND

GOH JUN WEN, BRAYDEN HO

Flight SIM (Jr)

3RD

CONSOLATION CONSOLATION CONSOLATION CONSOLATION

1

2

ARYAN SINGH

LI YI HUI

MUHAMMAD

LEE WENZE

(SST)

FAIRIL ZIKRY

(HCI)

EYOTA

JUEN XIU

HENG

PREETWANT

(EGSS)

(EGSS)

BRANDON

(NBSS)

BIN JASMANI

CHEW

(EGSS)
GUGHAN S/O

CHRISTIAN

PANG JIE

LAI HAO ZHE

YAN MOU

HEW

QUINN

MAXIMUS

(HCI)

SETH

SIVAKUMARAN

ALEXANDER

(HCIS)

4

TAN YU

(EFSS)

Flight SIM (Snr)

3

TAN SONG ZE AARON RESSE
(SST)

PASIR RIS SEC MONFORT SEC AUSTRALIAN

ANG I-AN
(WGSS)

INTL

Launch
Glider (Jr)

Launch
Glider (Snr)

RC Pylon (Jr)

ONG EUGENE KOK JUN HUI
(HCI)

(EGSS)

JOON KEW

PHUA CHEN

ARYAN SINGH

TRAVIS NG

WENG WEI

CHENG

RONG, ARIC

PREETWANT

JUNQI

LIANG , JUSTIN

(HCI)

(EGSS)

(NBSS)

(HCI)

(HGV)

CHEA WEI

ALDRICK TAN

HENG

JUNZHI

WEI

TAN YUAN

(HYSS)

(HYSS)

(HYSS)

XIANG, ELROY

JIE EN

(HYSS)

(HSC)

CHEW ZHENG
SAMUEL ONG LOW ZU RAY
(HSC)

HONG
(WGSS)

WENG WEI

JOVAN TAN

ANDRIC

CHIAM YAO

LIM JIA TZER

JUAN YEO

LIANG,JUSTIN

(HGV)

ALFONSUS

XIANG

(EGSS)

PING JIN

LOW WEI EN

(EGSS)

(HGV)

JAMES EE YIN

NIL

(HGV)

(HGV)

RC Pylon (Snr)

LEROY SIOH

MIHRAN

YONG JUN
(HGV)

GARY YIN KIAN

NG GENG

AMSYAR

LEE

(HGV)

(HGV)

LIM ZHONG

YI JUHEON

HONG

HAN

(HGV)

(HGV)

(HGV)

ECL Racing (Snr)

BRANDON
(EGSS)

MUHAMMAD

ECL Racing (Jr)

GOH YI HENG

ERQYFF ZEQRY

ALEXEY CHER

SIM HAO

FARREEL BIN

KOK JUN HUI

MUHAMMAD

SEAH HAO

BIN

WEI HANG

SIANG

MUHAMMAD

(EGSS)

FAHEEM

GUANG

MOHAMMED

(BVSS)

(BVSS)

NAZIR

MISRULLAH

(BVSS)

ADIFF

(EGSS)

(WGSS)

(EGSS)

CHAI WEN

KIRAN LEE

JAVIER KOH

ADRIAN SONG

RAHUL

JONATHAN

CLEMENT

QIANG

E-ZIRH

YE KANG

YUE EN

PRADHAN

ANG WEI HANG

TAN KIM

(BVSS)

(EGSS)

(EFSS)

(EFSS)

(WWSS)

(EGSS)

KAI
(BVSS)
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